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TOP 25 Internal Audit Interview Questions

1. Why do you want to work as an internal auditor?

2. Why do you want to work for us, and not one of our competitors (another company)?

3. What do you want to accomplish in this job?

4. How do you imagine a typical day in work? 

5. Do you have any experience with software solutions for internal audit?    

6. What do you consider the main auditing risks in the company of this type?

7. What is the best risk assessment method for this size of a company? 

8. What is your opinion on cooperating with external auditors?

9. Explain the basis steps in conducting internal audit. 

10. What does IFAC mean?

11. Why did you leave your last job (why do you plan to leave your present job)?

12. How do you ensure to keep your knowledge of laws and regulations up to date?

13. Can you describe substantive tests? When do we use them?

14. Do you have a certification? Do you plan to get one?

15. What is the first thing you would do after starting in this job?

16. What do you consider your biggest weakness as an auditor?

17. Where do you see yourself in five years from now?

18. Describe a situation when you were under pressure in work.

19. Describe a conflict you had with your colleague.

20. Have you ever detected a case of fraud? What process did you follow?

21. Describe a time when you struggled with motivation in job.

22. Imagine a situation where you have to deal with uncooperative colleagues. What will 

you do?

23. Describe the biggest failure of your professional career.

24. ….

Source and answers to all questions: https://interviewpenguin.com/internal-audit-interview-
guide/
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